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Innovating your logistics for a better world

The new Miniload Container
Strong, modular and safe

Designed for automated handling systems
Silent and smooth: flat base and corners design allow the container to flow seamlessly
and silently on any conveying system.
Angled outer edge enhances fast direction changes and protect the container from shocks.

Modularity
The walls and base are designed to accept dividers in both width
and length providing up to 8 individual locations for small parts
storage and order preparation.
The container top rim is designed to receive the Click Booster®
additional rim providing an incremental 15 mm usable height,
adapting to all kind of goods and loads.

Optimized volume

Maximized Safety

Thanks to the latest FEA calculation, the Miniload
container offers a 60L stand alone volume.

Fully compliant with the utmost fire safety norms:
• 32 holes on walls ensure fast sprinklers water
and fire retardant drainage.
• Safety bund walls keep 6 liters inside the box
base for extra safety.

Its internal dimensions are larger than most
Eurostacking boxes on the market.
Smooth walls and base surfaces enable storage of
all kinds of goods and speed up cleaning process.

Outstanding performances
Thanks to its flat welded double base, the box
can take up to 50 kg unit load and show less
than 5 mm deflection (Temp 23°C duration 96 hr)
on all types of Miniload systems.

Customization & tracking
Secure your crates fleet, increase management efficiency and
enhance brand awareness.
RFID tags and Barcode label ready for 100% reliable tracking.
Recessed zones for self-adhesive labels on sides, inserts for
your logo and message.

Versatile applications
Perfect for intralogistics efficiency, the Miniload container is also fully adapted to external industrial logistics:
• Versatility: interstacking with most Eurocontainer ranges on the market.
• Stacking strength: 300 kg allowing up to 7 full boxes in piles on pallets for efficient external logistics.
• Reverse logistics and empties storage: top rim corners locations for stable and safe inverted stacking and palletizing.

Miniload Container
8477.027 - 56 L - Miniload Conainer

Click Booster®

Ext. (mm)
Int. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Stacked height

Upon request only
Please contact us

598 x 398 x 320
559 x 359 x 283
3.35
307.5

Capacity of liquid bund before drain off: 6 litres.

Accessories

8466.004 - Short solid divider

8465.001 - Long slotted divider

Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)

Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)

381 x 272 x 6
0.260

581 x 272 x 6
0.403

8467.001 - Short slotted divider
Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)

381 x 272 x 6
0.260

Examples of possible partition with the different dividers options

Short solid divider combinations:
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Long slotted divider and short slotted divider combinations:

